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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
R9 is running FLEXVPN with peer R10 at 20.1.4.10 using a
pre-shared key "ccier10". The IPSec tunnel is sourced from
172.16.2.0/24 network and is included in EIGRP routing process.
BGP nexthop is in AS 345 with address 20.1.3.12. It has been
reported that FLEXVPN is down. What could be the issue?
A. Incorrect IKEv2 profile configuration.
B. Incorrect IPSec profile configuration.
C. Incorrect keyring configuration.
D. Incorrect tunnel source for the tunnel interface.
E. Incorrect tunnel network address in EIGRP routing process.
F. Incorrect local network address in BGP routing process.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
You need to configure retries in the LoadUserDetails function
in the Database class without impacting user experience.
What code should you insert on line DB07?

To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: Policy
RetryPolicy retry = Policy
Handle&lt;HttpRequestException&gt;()
Retry(3);
The above example will create a retry policy which will retry
up to three times if an action fails with an exception handled
by the Policy.
Box 2: WaitAndRetryAsync(3,i =&gt;
TimeSpan.FromMilliseconds(100* Math.Pow(2,i-1))); A common
retry strategy is exponential backoff: this allows for retries
to be made initially quickly, but then at progressively longer
intervals, to avoid hitting a subsystem with repeated frequent
calls if the subsystem may be struggling.
Example:
Policy
Handle&lt;SomeExceptionType&gt;()
WaitAndRetry(3, retryAttempt =&gt;
TimeSpan.FromSeconds(Math.Pow(2, retryAttempt))
);
References:
https://github.com/App-vNext/Polly/wiki/Retry
Topic 3, Mix Questions
In this section, you will see one or more sets of questions
with the same scenario and problem. Each question presents a
unique solution to the problem, and you must determine whether
the solution meets the stated goals. More than one solution
might solve the problem. It is also possible that none of the
solutions solve the problem.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.

NEW QUESTION: 3
The development team has provided you with a Kubernetes
Deployment file. You have no infrastructure yet and need to
deploy the application. What should you do?
A. Use gcloud to create a Kubernetes cluster. Use Deployment
Manager to create the deployment.
B. Use gcloud to create a Kubernetes cluster. Use kubectl to
create the deployment.
C. Use kubectl to create a Kubernetes cluster. Use kubectl to
create the deployment.
D. Use kubectl to create a Kubernetes cluster. Use Deployment

Manager to create the deployment.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/how-to/creating
-a-cluster

NEW QUESTION: 4
What are the odds in favour that when the letters of the word
UNIVERSITY are arranged randomly, the I's come together?
A. 2:5
B. 2:3
C. 3:4
D. 1:3
E. 1:4
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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